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WORLDS BEST 
BUSINESS SCHOOL

The Pedagog magazine, by Pedaog based in the United Kingdom which is a platform used by

more than 250,000 students for accessing higher learning and skilled based courses from time to time.

The magazine conducted the study on the 2023 Global Business Schools.  To read the entire

https://blog.pedagog.ac/top-business-schools-on-the-globe-for-2023/

Contact: info@pedagog.ac for more detail.

TRENDING COURSE

DIPLOMA IN DIGITAL MARKETING BY EIU-PARIS - ONLY AVAILABLE ON PEDAGOG

4 Certifications in 1

University Diploma Certification from EIU-Paris

Professional Certification by Pedagog

Foundation UK

Certificate of Internship

Professional Certification by Skill Development

of Canada

62 Lessons and Tools

International Internship Opportunity

Work Experience Project Certification

Learning | Practice | Experience | Exposure |

Certification

Check out the Brochure and Register Now at

bit.ly/digital.eiu or contact hello@pedagog.ac
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We are thr i l led to announce a ste l lar

achievement for the EIU-Paris team!

Our recent audit garnered an impressive 5 QS

Stars rating, a testament to the hard work and

dedication of every team member.

This success is not just a professional triumph but

a celebration of our EIU Paris family’s collective efforts.

Heartfelt congratulations to all for this

remarkable accomplishment!

QS Quacquarelli Symonds | QS Top Universities | QS Top

MBA

The QS Stars university rating system was launched in 2009 as a way to assess institutions more

broadly than is possible through rankings alone. With a Stars rating given in eight categories and for

the institution’s overall performance, QS Stars allows universities to publicly highlight their areas of

strength, and recognize and improve upon areas of weakness. This evidence-based marketing tool

provides badges for each rating that the institution may use in its own marketing to help attract

students. Institutions should use the chart below to choose between alternate categories, with

Teaching, Employability, and Internationalization required for all assessments. Visit QS Stars Website

The QS Stars rating system is an in-depth evaluation that assesses a university on a range of key

performance indicators based on established thresholds, using a rating method where an institution is

awarded a rating of 1 to 5+ stars. This audit and the subsequent marketing tools provided are helpful,

as an institution looks to target prospective students and partners globally.

It is designed to improve an institution’s performance and i

nternational brand recognition. Benefits: Provides an overall

score as well as ratings in specific categories which can be used

to promote your brand on an international scale. Highlights an

institution’s strengths and fields of expertise that may not be

reflected in the rankings. Helps boost recognition and

reputation abroad in order to increase international student

enrolments and to establish international partnerships. Results

are published on TopUniversities.com which receives over 76

million average visitors a year from over 240 countries.

What is QS Stars?

5 QS Stars Rating a testament of 
Hard Work
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The QS Intelligence Unit has, through rigorous and independent data collection and

analysis of performance metrics as set out in the QS Stars™ methodology, rated European

International University, EIU-Paris as a 5 Stars institution.

Dr. Tina Yang – Academics EIU-Paris

The QS Stars™ rating system is operated by the QS Intelligence Unit, the independent

compiler of the QS World University Rankings® since 2004. The system evaluates universities across

a wide range of important performance indicators as set against pre-established international

standards. By covering a broader range of criteria than any world ranking exercise, QS Stars™ shines a

light on both the excellence and the diversity of the rated institution.
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A Thai Business Mogul and Trader

Worawat Narknawdee, the CEO of

Bitnance, a Thai business mogul and trader,

received an honorary doctorate in finance

from the European International University

(EIU-Paris), acknowledging his expertise in

finance and investment.

Ky. Col. Prof. Edward Roy Krishnan,

the founder and director-general of EIU-

Paris, unveiled that Worawat was honored

with the honorary doctorate due to his

practical experience and expertise in

finance. His significant contributions to the

financial sector and dedication to lifelong

learning made him a highly deserving

recipient. He generously shared trading

theories that promote sustainable profit-

making in the global market, benefiting

both organizations and communities.

"EIU-Paris admires Worawat's exceptional international financial acumen. He is a pioneer

in fintech, cryptocurrency, and blockchain, with a track record of global awards. His contributions

to the global financial landscape through investments, partnerships, and consultancy for global

financial businesses have solidified his role as an influencer in the financial technology industry,"

Dr. Krishnan said.
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Join us in celebrating the joy and 
pride of the students as they receive 
their well-deserved degrees. After 

months and years of unwavering 
dedication and hard work, we extend 
our heartfelt congratulations to all 

the accomplished EIU degree 
recipients, class of 2023!

A powerful commitment to 
educational cooperation  

Strengthening Education Together: 
Signing an MOU to elevate 
teaching and learning quality 

through resource and expertise 
sharing.

A powerful commitment to 
educational cooperation.
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The Class of the Class 2023 
Graduates of European International 

University . Photo from  our 
Convocation Ceremony held at Dubai 
on 11th November 23, 2023  Our 

B.Ed. Graduates ready to start their
new chapter as educators, equipped

with passion and expertise.

Here’s what an 
MSMHP -Master in 
Science in Mental 

Health and psychology 
scholarand leading 

Psychiatrist Francis has 
to share about his 

experience at EIU-Paris
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A Beacon of Academic & 
Professional Excellence – Prof. 
Sattar Bawany PhD EIU-Paris

For successfully navigating the complex and ever-evolving landscape of organizational

challenges, effective leadership has become more imperative than ever. Today’s leaders must possess a

diverse range of competencies, skills and leadership traits to inspire and guide teams and business as a

whole towards achieving strategic objectives in today’s dynamic environment; from fostering

innovation and adaptability to nurturing a sustainable organizational climate and employee

engagement.

A Beacon of Academic & Professional Excellence:

With an illustrious 35 years of international management  experience working with 
organizations and individuals, Prof. Sattar Bawany, Doctorate from EIU-PARIS, has time and again 
shown his mettle in enhancing leadership capabilities and steering businesses through challenging 
and disruptive times. His profound expertise has earned him recognition as a distinguished thought 
leader and expert in executive development and organizational effectiveness. Throughout his career, 
he has held esteemed leadership positions within professional services and global consulting 
organizations, offering invaluable guidance to businesses and government agencies alike. Prof. Sattar 
Bawany’s remarkable track record is a testament to his unfringed competence and commitment to 
organizational and leadership excellence.

CEO Weekly magazine in its October 2, 2023 
Edition, named Prof Sattar Bawany alongside Dr 

Marshall Goldsmith and Tony Robbins as the top 15 

exceptional executive coaches who have had a major 

influence in the field of leadership development and 

coaching. In November 2019, Prof Bawany was 

awarded the “2019 Executive of the Year for Human 

Resources Consulting” at the 2019 Singapore

Business Review (SBR) Management Excellence 

Awards. In July 2023, he was named by CEO Insights

Asia magazine as one of the “Top 10 Best CEOs 

in Singapore”.

He has partnered with CEOs and c-suite 

leaders in supporting them in their leadership 

role-to-role transitions, where he applied a holistic 

transition coaching approach to evaluating the 

leader’s readiness and identifying potential barriers 

to success in their new roles.
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I agree that Prof. Sattar Bawany is an excellent C Suite Executive Coach and leader. He has a

wealth of experience and expertise in the field of leadership development, and he is highly

respected by his peers and clients. He is also a prolific author and speaker, and he has written

extensively on the topics of leadership and coaching.

Prof. Dr. Joel Farnworth of EIU-Paris said in a press conference

EIU Paris’ Stringent Evaluation Process:

At the core of EIU Paris lies a rigorous evaluation process that ensures the selection of

exceptional individuals for its esteemed programs and awards. The institution holds a steadfast

commitment to maintaining high standards of quality and intellectual rigor. The recognition

bestowed upon Prof. Bawany highlights the meticulous selection process undertaken by EIU Paris,

which seeks out individuals of outstanding academic achievements, research prowess, and significant

contributions to their respective fields. This commitment to excellence ensures that EIU Paris attracts

top academic profiles and researchers who add immense value to the institution’s academic

community along with the to the world in the field of their chosen research.

I appreciate the program enabling uninterrupted education for a working senior professional 
like me. It's flexible, especially for those managing professional responsibilities:

Said Prof. Sattar speaking to Dr. J Anand in a recent conference.
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PhD -Doctor of Philosophy at the European International University- Paris

The PhD is typically awarded for original research that makes a significant contribution to the

field of study. The candidate must submit a dissertation, which is a long, formal document that

presents the results of their research. The dissertation is then defended in an oral examination, in

which the candidate is questioned by a panel of experts in their field.

The PhD is a highly respected degree, and it is required for many academic and research

positions. It is also a valuable asset for careers in business, government, and non-profit organizations.

Earning a PhD is a challenging but rewarding experience. It requires dedication, hard work, and

a passion for learning. If you are considering pursuing a PhD, be sure to do your research and choose a

program that is a good fit for your interests and career goals.

A Doctor of Philosophy (PhD, Ph. D., or DPhil; Latin: philosophiae doctor or doctor 
philosophiae) is the most highest academic level awarded to candidates with utmost highest level 
of academic expertise with only 10 PhD scholars accepted per year at our University, through 
stringent evaluation process and Prof. Bawany being one of them gives me immense pleasure in 
saying that his work is exemplary and truly outstanding.

Prof. Dr. Edward Roy Krishnan of EIU-Paris

Completing my PhD.

from EIU-Paris was a great

privilege and an incredible

responsibility. I am proud of it

and am honored to accept the

cha l lenge  of  cont inu ing

e d u c a t i n g ,  t r a i n i n g  &

mentoring leaders and coaches

global ly  with  ever  more

passion than before said

Prof. Sattar Bawany at the

Convocation Ceremony held in

Kuala Lumpur on 30 Sep 2023
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Balancing Act: How a CFO 
Executive Successfully Pursued an 

MBA and PhD

New economic perspectives and financial expertise

The global economy is in a process of dramatic change. With widespread access to the Internet,

information seems to be available to everyone at all times. Matters that only concerned a few have

been democratized in different matters of human knowledge and financial matters. Before, for

instance, it was not possible to access the financial markets unless you had a lot of money and the right

contacts to learn how to operate in the stock market. Nowadays, anyone can do it and we see that

more people decide to bet on their financial freedom. According to data from the Gallup consulting

firm, in April 2023, 61% of Americans had stocks in various companies.

The search for growth and new perspectives in education at EIU-Paris

When a professional career has reached certain milestones, it is common to wonder what is

next. Mahmoud Zaky holds degrees as Bachelor of Commerce from Minufiya University (Egypt, 1997)

and a Master of Business Administration from the American International Theism University (USA,

2023). In his search to continue his education with an institution of international prestige, he found the

European International University, Paris. With EIU-Paris – a business school based in Paris, Mahmoud

Zaky decided to pursue another MBA and give a European perspective to his business worldview.
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Executive Business Education via distance learning at EIU-Paris

Pursuing an MBA online can offer several important benefits. Firstly, it allows working

professionals to continue their education without having to take a break from their careers. This

flexibility can be particularly valuable for executives who may not be able to commit to a traditional

full-time program. Additionally, online MBA programs often provide a more diverse and global

perspective, as students can interact with peers from around the world.

The advantages of distance education for executives include the ability to balance work and

study commitments, as well as the opportunity to apply newly acquired knowledge and skills directly

to their professional roles. Distance learning also provides executives with the flexibility to study at

their own pace and on their own schedule, which can be especially beneficial for those with

demanding work and travel schedules.

“Obtaining a master’s degree was the biggest challenge for me in my professional career. It also changed the

course of my life and my mindset, as well as my decision-making process, and it was a motivation for the

second step, which was seeking to obtain a doctorate degree. And I didn’t have to move permanently to

London or New York to do it.” -Mahmoud Zaky

The European International University, Paris is not only a pioneer in the internationalization and

democratization of distance education, but we are ranked 55th among the best business schools in

the world according to CEOWORLD Magazine and ranked 46th globally according to Pedagog

Magazine UK. You don’t need to live in a large European capital like Berlin, London or New York when

we bring from Paris the possibility of doing your MBA or doctoral degree from the comfort of your

home (and with the rigor of French education).
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Benefits for Corporations

Ÿ Access to a Global Talent Pool: Online MBA & DBA programs allow corporations to recruit from a

wider pool of talented individuals, regardless of their location. This can be particularly beneficial for

companies that are looking to expand into new markets or that need to fill specialized roles.

Ÿ Develop Employee Skills and Knowledge: Online MBA programs can help corporations develop the

skills and knowledge of their employees, which can lead to increased productivity, innovation, and

competitiveness.

Ÿ Reduce Training Costs: Online MBA programs can be more cost-effective than traditional MBA

programs, as they do not require corporations to pay for travel, accommodation, and other

expenses.

Benefits for Executives

Ÿ Advance Your Career: An online MBA can help executives advance their careers by providing them

with the skills and knowledge they need to move into senior leadership positions.

Ÿ Enhance Your Earning Potential: Executives with an MBA can typically earn higher salaries than

executives without an MBA.

Ÿ Gain a Global Perspective: Online MBA programs often include a focus on global business, which

can help executives develop a broader perspective and prepare them for the challenges of working

in a global economy.

There are several European MBA programs that can be completed entirely online, and these

programs can be beneficial for both corporations and executives globally.

I appreciate the

program enabling

uninterrupted

education for a

working senior

professional like me.

Its flexibile,

especially for those

managing

professional

responsibilities said

Zaky speaking to Dr.

Tina Yang in a recent

conference.
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EIU-Paris offers one of the Prestigious & advanced top European MBA programs that can be

completed entirely online:

These programs are all accredited by prestigious organizations, As an institution committed to

quality and transparency, we are proud members of five world-renowned organizations: ASIC UK,

ACBSP, BGA, ECBE, ATHEA, and CIA. To nurture our faculty’s professional development, we offer an

annual faculty development program with seminars and training sessions.
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Education is not just about filling 
minds with facts; it's about lighting 
the flame of curiosity, igniting the 

passion for knowledge, and 
empowering individuals to think 
critically and shape a brighter 

future.

Amazing Graduation Ceremony Event just concluded in

Bangkok by European International University - Paris

“Believe you can and you’re halfway there.” 
-Theodore Roosevelt
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www.eiu.ac info@eiu.ac
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